INFLATABLES
exhausted crews ran the wrong way up the
beach looking dazed, disorientated and
exhausted; zig-zagging in search of the

Johan Smit/ Gerhardt (Blackie) Swart. The
race was going more or less according to

people who

being up ahead.
Roux won the first leg and came second

hidden mark, heading

for

looked like they might be officials, but then

at the last minute being waved on to the
other end of the beach.

Johan Smit and Gerhardt Swart - clawed
their way bock to fourth place lrom 15th.
The first leg on Friday, a distance of 33
km, was completed in 3l minutes by the
first arrival, Mike Watermeyer/ Steve
Weeden. The second leg - 54 km -- was
completed in 5l minutes by the first arrival,

Roux/Lombard. Support crews driving
along a road close to the beach at 90 km/ h
found they could onlyjust keep up with the
boats in the water, which must have been
doing speeds of at least 80 km/ h.
Competitors ha.d obviously put in a lot
of preparation for the race, because only
three boats retired on the first day. Doring-

form, with the favourites in both

Elands Bay

classes

on the second leg. Watermeyer/Weeden
had motor problems on the first leg, but
won the second. Smit/Swart had a bad
start from Strandfontein, falling back to
l5th place when the engine cut out, but
managed to claw their way back uP to
fourth place once they had that sorted out.
In the P3 class, PagellMcgillivraY,
Lotz/ Renecle and Wessels/ Chivell were in

nerves, Smit and Swart were elated by

start from Elands Bay, they reveled in the
rough water. It is their kind of racing, in
fact they enjoy it - or so theY saY.
"As soon as the water got rough, we
increased our lead over Peanut Power
(Roux and Lombard), then as the water
became flat, they would close the gaP
again. The design of our boat is different,
the floor is higher, so we don't jump as high
in rough water, losing less speed by staying
on the water longer."
Chris Leslie/Jacques Hartzenburg, competing in their very first race. came in

Marcel Roux, who had had onlY two
hours'sleep after working on his engine
until 4.30 am, reported at the end of the
first day that the race had been "pretty
straightforward," though the second leg
had been a bit choppy. "The important
thing is to know where you go. We did
some recce last Friday and noted all the
landmarks and worked out the fuel consumption over every leg."
th_is

tilg..Roux could hardly

speak,

fourth at Laaiplek, improving on their

baai was expected to collect a few gearboxes

overnight sixth overall.
At Laaiplek it became clear that sea
conditions and fatigue were taking their
toll. Shortly after the start at Elands Bay,
Rob Louw/Anton Mulder's boat flipped,
considered by some to be Louw's specialty
- either that or losing his crew. This time he

among the kelp and rocks, but it was only
on the second day that the seas and fatigue

started taking their toll of the serious
competitors, while the heavy drinking on
Friday night took an even higher toll ofthe
rowdies, many of whom didn't race at all
on Saturday.
The all-girl crew of Michele de Vries and
Janet James in the P3 class picked up

motor problems early in the race on Friday.

They turned back for repairs and

re-

started, but retired when metal particles
started coming out the exhaust.
Warrant Officer Gerrit la Grange, skipper
of the police boat Malgas, felt that an
award for perseverance should have gone

to Wally Waberski and Gavin Cerff who
nursed their three-metre 30 hp into Elands

Steuen Tripney and Geot'f Snelling
the P3 closs.

- third

in

having come down with suspected bronchitis. "I've got no power left to control
that'50." That they nevertheiess did so well
he ascribes to having a good team.
"The crew (Albert Lombard) is an important part of the team. He has to keep the
boat on the water. The ground crew prepare
the boat, opens and checks the engine and
services it if necessary at stop-overs." His

brother Ettienne, also in the

Air

The Molgas' job of rounding uP the
stragglers might sound tedious, but her
police crew had their own good stories to
tell from the back of the fleet: "This guy
suddenly decided to turn back, apparently
catching his crew off guard and the next
moment the guy was in the water."
Apart from the mass start, the other
nailbiting moment was on rounding the
breakwater at Lamberts Bay, when many
feared they were being pushed onto the
concrete dolosseAt the end of the first day, the tussle for
first place in the P2 class was between

Marcel Roux/Albert Lombard and Mike
Watermeyer/Steve Weeden, followed by

l8

Hennie van der Merwe, with engine
problems of his own, towed in Theron/

Force,

Heading the field in the P3 class after
Friday's racing were Brett Pagel and copilot Glenn'McGillivray, winning all the
stages of the first day's racing.
"We had a good start at Strandfontein
and were the third boat to get away. The

to win."
closs.

Martin Lotz and
picked the wrong-pitched propeller.

heads the support crew.

50's started overtaking us at the first checkpoint. We kept the 50's in sight. We're here

Peter ond Craig

their

win into Laaiplek. In addition to a good

the lead.

..By

to Laaiplek, was won bY

Smit/ Swart, followed by Roux/ Lombard.
"lt's rough out there," reported Lombard,
"it may look flat to you from here, but
believe me it's rough. You bounce your
backside off. What's worse, there is no
rhythm to the chop - it's as if someone had
stirred it up with an eggbeater."
As if Roux's suspected bronchitis wasn't
enough, he also lost his contact lenses and
now had to be guided by co-pilot Lombard.
Having recovered from their rather slow
start on Friday, which they ascribed to

He felt that the flat surface gave them an
advantage, but was confident that they and

their equipment could handle the rough
conditions expected on the last leg on
Saturday.
The day's results were put up and compe-

titors given an hour to protest. This they
did. Vociferously. It took officials five
hours to rework the results.
Objecting to being svyorn at, race convener

Williams explained that the reason for the
confusion was that competitors had given
incorrect information, often not even knowing in which class they were racing.
"Rubbish," grumbled a piqued competi
tor, "I know my boat, don't You?" His
neighbour agreed - "It's a yellow one."

The first stretch on SaturdaY, from

'.i

Kruger, whose boat had fliPPed.
In the meantime officials were getting
nervous about conditions on the next leg,

which even in fair weather'would

have

ofcrew and equipment, endurance and nerves, looked forward to with
trepidation by some and glee by those who
enjoy that type of thing.
Lighthouse keepers further on reported
winds of between 27 and 29 knots and a
huge swell. Competitors who know the
area agreed with the organisers that "guys
will drown out Cape Columbine way," so
that leg was cancelled and replaced by a
round trip from Laaiplek to Britannia Bay
been a test

and back.

Support crews who had already left for
Saldanha had to be recalled. No contact
was possible with the officials at Britannia
Bay, who remained oblivious of the change
of plan. lt was not that they needed to
know, but it was nevertheless fun anticipating their bewilderment as the boats sped
off again in the wrong direction - all of
them.
By that time the marshals were probably
so tired that they may have believed they
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